Completing the Sophomore ePortfolio: Psychology Majors

Scholarship Requirements
You may be eligible if you entered MTSU with fewer than 30 hours (excluding AP and Dual Enrollment).

To apply for the MT Engage scholarship you must:

- Have successfully completed one or more MT Engage course sections (Psychology majors take PSY2000D and PSY2300D, both of which are designated MT Engage effective Fall 2019)
- Have attended one approved ePortfolio training or workshop
- Have a minimum overall GPA of 2.75
- Have completed your 60th hour in Fall 2019 or are completing your 60th hour in Spring 2020 (For 2020-2021, the dates will be Fall 2020 and Spring 2021)
- Be currently enrolled as a student at MTSU with good academic standing
- Submit a complete ePortfolio presentation using the D2L platform according to the MT Engage requirements;
- The next deadline is 2/21/2020

Up to two scholarships will be awarded to students in the College of Behavioral and Health Sciences. Scholarships are $6000 ($1500 awarded Fall and Spring semesters of the junior and senior years).

A complete set of scholarship requirements can be found at https://www.mtsu.edu/mtengage/Scholarship.php. Have questions: contact Dr. Michelle Boyer-Pennington, Jones Hall 201; michelle.boyer-pennington@mtsu.edu OR Lexy Denton in the MT Engage Office; alexis.denton@mtsu.edu

More information about MT Engage can be found at http://www.mtsu.edu/MTEngage.